RULES & REGULATIONS

1) The photo must be the work of the person who submitted in its entirety. The photo should not
violate any copyright or intellectual property rights of any person or organization.
2) The contestant should be from any of the college Alumni from Kerala residing in UAE. The photo
must be submitted to the given email address only (ramadanpixels@gmail.com), with an unique
title and description, if possible. Any photos submitted in the whatsApp group or by any other
channel will not be accepted. After verification of the content of the photo, AKCAF association
facebook page admin will post the entries in AKCAF official page
(www.facebook.com/akcafassociation). Contestants are required to like the FB page.
3) The theme of photography competition is Ramadan/EID in UAE.
4) The deadline for photo submission is 12PM on 5th May, 2022.
5) Ramadan Pixels 2022 is conducted only for Kerala Colleges Alumni Members in UAE Residence
visa and their family members. Your name, mobile no. and the College Alumni name should be
mentioned in the submission.
6) There would be 2 category – one is the main open category and the second is Children Ramadan
Photography.
7) Max one entry/category allowed for one participant.
8) Photos can be captured in any device (DSLR, Mobile, Laptop, Tab, Point and Shoot, Mirrorless,
etc.)
9) Basic corrections (highlight/contrast/shadows/exposure/color enhancement/use of
filters/cropping etc.) are permissible, provided any such editing does not affect the authenticity
and/or genuineness of the photo.
10) Advanced editing used to create illusions, deceptions and/or manipulations and adding or
removing of significant elements within the frame is prohibited.
11) Images with mixing/merging of two or more images, adding/deleting of the contents from the
original image will be disqualified and rejected.
12) The photos should be submitted in jpeg format.
13) Signed consent form of the model included in the picture, if any, should be submitted along with
the passport copy/Emirates ID copy.
14) Children Ramadan Photography Category pictures shall contain photos featuring child/children
in Ramadan theme.
15) For children ramadan photography category, there should be a consent letter submitted by the
parent/s of the child/children in the picture.
16) Any photos that violate UAE laws and cultural values or any photo that demeans religions or
cultures will not be accepted. The sole responsibility lies with the contestant for such violation if
any.

17) By submitting your photo you are giving permission to use the image for any future promotional
usage of AKCAF Association/NIKON.
18) A total of 10 contestants will be selected to the final round with 5 Facebook Audience selections
(with maximum share, comment and likes) and 5 Jury Selections.
19) These selected 10 contestants will receive goody bags from Nikon.
20) All the 10 contestants will get a full frame Nikon Camera from the Nikon showroom for 3 days to
participate in the final round.
21) The photos taken by these 10 contestants with Nikon camera will be evaluated and prizes will be
given.
22) The First three Prizes of the contests are Gift Vouchers of AED 3000, AED 2500 and AED 2000
from NIKON.
23) There would be one overall Facebook audience winner at the end of the competition who will
win a Mobile Phone.
24) There would be 3 Facebook audience winners of the Children Ramadan Photography Category
who will also win goody bags from Nikon as well as other 3 prizes.
25) Facebook Audience polls will be defined from the likes, share and comments on the facebook
page posts, where like has 1 point, comment has 2 points and share has 3 points.
26) The decision of the judging panel will be final on the acceptance of images and the final result.

